**Grilling Instructions:**

Pre-heat grill to medium-hot (350F to 400F). Remove ribs from plastic wrap. Place ribs on grill directly over coals. Close grill cover and heat ribs for 5 minutes. Turn ribs over and heat again for 5 minutes or until your ribs are 160F.

*Be careful not to let your grill get too hot or flame up causing your ribs to burn.*

**Conventional Oven:**

Preheat oven to 350F. Remove ribs from plastic pouch. Place ribs on baking pan and place the pan on middle shelf in oven. Bake for 30 minutes or until your ribs are 160F.

**Microwave Instructions:**

Remove the ribs from the pouch. Place ribs on a microwave-safe plate. Microwave ribs at full power for 2 minutes. Rearrange plate in the microwave oven. Microwave again at full power for an additional 2-3 minutes or until your ribs are 160F.

*Information provided by Corky’s*